Welcome to Summer Vacation! Your child has worked hard this school year to
strengthen their ability as a Mathematician. Remember that learning does not stop
outside the classroom. Daily routines and household chores can be used as activities to
practice mathematical concepts and make learning fun. Having fun with math is key to
helping children on their journey to become confident mathematicians.
Below you will find Suggested Activities and the Summer Math Review
Packet. Engaging your child with some of the listed activities will help bridge their
connections of mathematics to everyday life!
Suggested Activities:
● Add and subtract items around the house. Use the terms “more than,” “less than,”
“equal to,” and “is the same as” to describe the relationships between or among
the items. Use multiplication and division when applicable and when grade
appropriate. Ask questions such as “If you ate a total of 30 cookies, some in the
morning and 12 in the afternoon, how many crackers did you eat in the
morning?”
● Adding math language to daily conversations allows for students to connect what
they’ve learned in school to their daily lives. For younger children, identify the
shapes you see in the real world around you. For older students, discuss distance
or gas mileage when traveling.
● Work with money. When shopping, let your child pay for items with exact
amounts. Younger children can make patterns with coins and count the amount
they have. For older children, calculate tips, discuss gas price comparisons and
currency conversions when traveling. Provide experience with debit accounts.
● Use shopping to have conversations about math. Have younger children budget
and ask them if they have enough money to pay for the item they want. Ask them
to calculate how much they would have left after buying the item. Older children

can look at the unit price or price per pound and calculate the costs. Have them
find the better buy for their money.
● Practice measurement at home with cooking, laundry, or discussions about
household projects such as painting or working on a new floor.
● Get to know their video game interests. Chances are the level achievements in
their games correlate to numeric advances.

Be creative and have fun with your child! More ideas for your child’s grade level can be
found at the following links:
https://www.parent.co/how-to-help-kids-practice-using-math-in-real-life/
https://www.education.com/activity/
https://www.weareteachers.com/15-fun-ways-to-practice-math/
https://www.thinkthroughmath.com/math-real-life-examples/
http://www.parents.com/kids/education/math-and-science/playful-math-activities-for
-preschoolers/

Summer Math Review Packet i s included on the following page.

Topics 1–16
Cumulative/
Benchmark Assessment

Name
1. Drake needs to be at his job by 7:00 p.m.
It takes him 30 minutes to ride his bike
to the job, 60 minutes to make and eat
dinner, and 50 minutes to do chores.
What time does Drake need to start
his chores?

𝖠
𝖡
𝖢
𝖣

5. Find the difference for 861 - 384.
Explain how to solve the problem.

4:20 p.m.
4:40 p.m.
5:05 p.m.
6. A. Three friends equally share 1 hour
of time on a computer at the library.
What fraction of an hour will each
friend use the computer?

5:40 p.m.

2. Draw a picture and write a fraction to
represent the whole.

𝖠

2
8

𝖡

3
1
3
3

𝖢
𝖣

2
3
1
3

B. If two more friends join the group,
what fraction of an hour will each
friend have to use the computer?

𝖠
𝖡
3. Which equation shows the Associative
Property of Multiplication?

𝖠
𝖡
𝖢
𝖣

1
5
1
6

𝖢
𝖣	

2
3
5
1

7. Explain how to break apart 483 + 316
and solve.

3 × 2 = (2 × 2) + (1 × 2)
(3 × 2) × 8 = 3 × (2 × 8)
3×2×1=3×2
3×2×0=0

4. Divide the number line into equal
lengths and label the point 35.
0

1
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8. Kelly is decorating her room with a
mirror and 3 decals. If the mirror costs
$ 12 and the decals are $ 7 each, how
much will Kelly spend?

12. Write an addition problem with
two 3-digit numbers that requires
regrouping. Then write an addition
problem with two 3-digit numbers that
does NOT require regrouping.

9. Which shapes always have two pairs
of sides on lines that never cross?
Select all that apply.
Square

Parallelogram

Rectangle

Rhombus

13. Jolene said that 14 is greater than 12
because 4 is greater than 2. Is she
correct?

Trapezoid

𝖠 Yes, she is correct. The correct

comparison is 14 7 12.
𝖡 No, a whole divided into 4 equal
parts has smaller parts than if the
whole were divided into 2 equal
parts. The correct comparison is
1
1
4 6 2.

10. Find the sum of 60 and 150.

11. Jerra is making a rectangular garden
9 feet long and 6 feet wide.

𝖢 No, the denominators do not help

A. What is the perimeter of Jerra’s
garden?

you find which fraction is greater.
The correct comparison is 12 = 14.

𝖣 No, fractions that both have a
B. Jerra plans to put a fence around the
garden with fence posts that are
3 feet apart. How many fence posts
will she need? Draw a picture to help
solve the problem.
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14. Renee says that her
insulated mug will
hold 10 liters of hot
chocolate. Is this
reasonable? Explain.

16. Select all of the terms that can describe
the figure.

Parallelogram
Quadrilateral
Polygon
Rhombus
Trapezoid

15. A. Regina is building a fence around
her garden as shown below. She
used 40 feet of fencing. What is the
length of the side Regina did not
measure?
8 ft

? ft

5 ft

17. Maya plans to serve dinner at 6:00 p.m.
It takes Maya 20 minutes to iron her
clothes, 45 minutes to clean up the
house, and 50 minutes to prepare
dinner. If Maya wants to iron before
cleaning and preparing dinner, what
time should she start ironing her
clothes? Use a number line to show
your reasoning.

3 ft
3 ft

15 ft

𝖠 4 feet
𝖡 5 feet

𝖢 6 feet
𝖣 7 feet

B. Regina’s neighbor George also
uses 40 feet of fencing for his
rectangular garden. Which could be
the dimensions of George’s garden?
Select all that apply.
8 feet by 5 feet
16 feet by 4 feet
8 feet by 9 feet
11 feet by 9 feet
10 feet by 10 feet
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18. Lexie drew a number line showing 12.
Buck did the same.
Buck

0

20. This figure is a rhombus,
but it is NOT a square.
Why?

1

Lexie
0

1

A. Which answer explains why their
number lines look different?

𝖠 Lexie’s number line is longer.
𝖡 Lexie’s number line shows thirds.
𝖢 The distance from 0 to 1 is
different.

𝖣 They are not different, both
show 12.

21. Write two fractions with a denominator
of 6 that are closer to 0 than to 1.
Explain your reasoning.

B. Lexie and Buck use number lines
that have the same distance from 0
to 1. Lexie draws 58 on her number line
and Buck draws 38 on his number line.
Whose fraction is greater? Explain.

22. A sponge soaks up water. Leah says
that the sponge can soak up 30 liters of
water. Is her answer reasonable?

𝖠 No. Leah probably meant 13 liter
19. Chad and Amanda went shopping.
They spent 33 minutes in the toy store
and 47 minutes in the clothing store.
How long did Chad and Amanda spend
shopping?

instead of 30 liters.

𝖡 No. Leah probably meant 3 liters
instead of 30 liters.

𝖢 No. Leah probably meant
3 grams instead of 30 liters.

𝖣 Yes. Three liters is a reasonable
amount of water in a sponge.
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23. What are the dimensions of 4
rectangles that have a perimeter
of 16 feet?
A. What is the area of each of the
rectangles?

25. Natasha bought some green grapes that
weigh 47 grams. She also bought some
purple grapes that weigh 61 grams.
Using the weights shown, what are
two combinations of weights that
would balance the total weight of
Natasha’s grapes?

100 g 10 g 1 g

B. What generalization can you make
from your answer?

26. A. Carlos is making a square picture
frame. The length of one side is
8 inches. What is the perimeter of
the picture frame?

𝖠
𝖡
𝖢
𝖣

24. A rectangle with a perimeter of 16
inches has the same area as a rectangle
that has a perimeter of 14 inches.
A. What is the area of the two
rectangles?

32 inches
40 inches
64 inches

B. Carlos wants to make a rectangular
picture frame with the same
perimeter. What could be the
dimensions of the rectangular
picture frame?

B. What are the dimensions of each
rectangle?
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27. A quadrilateral with 1 pair of sides of
equal length and only 1 right angle is
NOT a rhombus. Why?

29. A. Cheryl has 2 fabrics. Which best
describes the relationship between
the shaded area of each fabric?

𝖠 A rhombus cannot have right

Fabric 1

Fabric 2

angles.

𝖡 A rhombus must have 4 right
angles.

𝖢 All 4 sides of a rhombus are the
same length.

𝖠

𝖣 A rhombus cannot have sides of
equal length.
28.

Sue ran 26

𝖡

mile on Monday and 36

mile

𝖢

on Tuesday.

𝖣 Not enough information given

A. Which day did she run farther? Use
the number line to help solve.
0

171
4 8
1=1
4 8
161
4 8

B. Suppose 1 more small square is
shaded in Fabric 1. Which fraction
describes the total amount of Fabric 2
that must be shaded for the two fabrics
to show the same amount shaded?

1

𝖠 Monday
𝖡 Tuesday
𝖢 She ran the same distance both
days.

𝖣 Not enough information given
B. On Wednesday, Sue ran 38 mile.

She says the distance she ran on
Wednesday is the same as the
distance she ran on Tuesday. Is she
correct? Explain.

30. A. An all-city swim meet started at
10:30 a.m. It ended at 4:45 p.m. How
long did the swim meet last?

𝖠
𝖡
𝖢
𝖣

4 hours 15 minutes
5 hours 45 minutes
6 hours
6 hours 15 minutes

B. There is a 45-minute lunch break
during the swim meet. How long
does the meet last not including the
lunch break?
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